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COURSE OVERVIEW  

OUR GOALS 
1. Establish a Strong Foundation in Python Programming 
 
2. Develop Proficiency in Problem-Solving and Logical 

Thinking 
 
3. Foster the Ability to Write Efficient and Reusable Code 
 
4. Prepare for Real-World Programming Applications  
 

Embark on an exciting journey into programming 
with our beginner-friendly Python course! Perfect 
for newcomers, this course simplifies complex 
concepts into easy-to-understand lessons. 



COURSE
DESCRIPTION

1. Data Structures: Uncover the 
secrets of efficiently organizing 
and managing data. 

 
2. Functions & Methods: Learn the 

art of writing reusable and 
modular code. 

 
3. Operators: Get to grips with 

Python's operators for 
performing various 
computational tasks. 

 
4. Coding Assignments. 
 
5. Conditional Logic: Explore how 

to control the flow and logic of 
your programs effectively. 

This is a beginner-friendly 
course that opens the door 
to the world of 
programming with Python. 
This course is perfect for 
those new to programming 
and covers essential topics 
in a simple, 
easy-to-understand 
manner, while simplifying 
technical processes. 
 

Main Topics : 



COURSE INFO

Location  Workearly Platform

Starting Date    26.02.2024

Time    15:00 CET

Duration   30 hours

Cost  

Participation is fully
funded by the European
Union, under the Level
Up Project

https://academy.workearly.services/workearly-python-level-up
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